Blood Bowl Season 6
Info: All matches played used the Blood Bowl Competition Rules (LRB6), except no timer is used for the matches, and the coaches
discuss who should get the MVPs at the end. We later also added house rules for conceding.
There will be standalone matches with occasional small tournaments mixed in. No overtime is played in knockout tournaments, and it
goes straight to a penalty shoot out.
In tournaments, coaches choose a primary team, which they will use in all of that team's games in that tournament. Any other filler
teams will be played by whichever coach is available.
Tournament winners will gain a bonus amount of gold equal to 10K for each game they played in that tournament. The runners up gain
half of this rounded down.
Teams are carried over from the canceled League Of Doom (Season 5).

8 Team Knockout Tournament
In this tournament, Scooby chose to use the Rotting Chimps as his primary team, while Stebloke chose Ellyrion Fantasy.
23rd March 2013

The Stompers (Scooby)
Speed Demon Lil (8)
Fans
Casualties

1
Winnings

v
Value

1
Fans

Ellyrion Fantasy (Stebloke)
Wallace (6)
Casualties
Winnings

Value

21,000
1
40,000
1,230,000
8,000
0
70,000
1,120,000
The match started with the Stompers getting a brilliant coaching extra re-roll. The elves received, and Strife and Nanaki sprinted through
a gap in the orc line as Highwind picked up the ball. The orcs got back, and thrower Chukka Snotrag badly hurt Strife. Nanaki managed
to dodge into the endzone and Highwind accurately passed it but Nanaki failed to catch. He then got blitzed into the crowd for his
trouble, who KOd him. Chukka picked it up and tried to clear his lines with a pass to halfway, but Leonhart intercepted and handed it to
Wallace who was able to score. A riot held the game up for a turn, giving Fantasy more of a chance to hold out til half time. But it didn't
help that much, as Chukka passed to Lil who had broke through on the orc left. He managed his two go for it rolls to equalize right on
half time.
The Stompers got brilliant coaching yet again, and Chukka caught the ball from the kick off. They tried a two pronged attack, hitting both
wings at once, but the game developed into a big ruck on the orc right. Lil easily broke through as the orcs aimed for a passing play, but
the blitzer fell on his 2nd go for it into the endzone and stunned himself. Elves danced around the cage on all sides, and black orc Biffa's
double skulls allowed a blitz on Chukka. The ball scattered across several players, landing between two orcs. Highwind showed his skill
as he dodged into the two tackle zones, gathered the ball, dodged out and passed to Wallace. Wallace could have scored the winner in
the last turn, but failed his second go for it into the endzone. As no overtime is played this season it went straight to the penalty shoot
out, which the elves won 2-1, knocking out the Stompers in the first round. Highwind and Lil got MVP. Chukka got nerves of steel. Both
teams bought an extra blitzer: Draggin' Dribblesnort for the orcs, and Rude for the elves.
25th March 2013

Ladies Of The Might (Stebloke)
Scarlett Jobamson (12)
Bamgelina Jolie (16)
Fans
Casualties

2

v

1

Constructicons (Scooby)
Getaway (2)

Winnings

Value

Fans

Casualties

Winnings

Value

8,000
3
60,000
1,050,000
8,000
2
60,000
1,090,000
The humans received but were immediately under pressure as the dark elf ladies knocked two of them out. They soon put this right as
Slingshot passed to Getaway who sprinted through a gap on their left for an early opener. Soon after the kickoff, Bamela Anderson
tought the catcher a lesson and seriously injured him. In response, Slingshot smashed Bammy Minogue's ankle. Knowing an equaliser
was needed before half time, blitzer Kicky Taylor made a break but Cyclonus clattered her and stunned her. Slingshot retrieved the ball,
and passed to Lightspeed who lobbed it clear deep into dark elf territory. With no way to score yet, Claudia Biffer killed Tantrum but
apothecary Ratchet saved him, though his ankle was smashed. On the last turn Claudia then fouled Slugfest with 7 assists but could
only stun him.
At the start of the 2nd half, Bamgelina Jolie smashed Ironhide's hip, and yet another player took a movement injury. Catcher Lightspeed
badly hurt Keira Mightley with 2 assists, as the Ladies struggled to break through. Bonecrusher made a nuisance of himself by getting
amongst the Ladies half and threatening the ball carriers. First he blitzed Kirsten Dumps and stunned her. Bamgelina got the ball clear
to Bamela but Bonecrusher then sacked her. Heather Blocklear finally managed to pick up the ball as the elves made progress down the
right. She managed a pass to Scarlett who scored. After the kick off the humans were forced deep into their half. Slingshot wished to
pass to Bonecruser who had made the breakthrough, but the thrower fell going for an extra square as he tried to reduce the range. A
ruck developed part way into the Constructicon half. Bamgelina got her hands on it and on the final turn was able to dodge away to
score. The humans had no time to equalize and were knocked out. Slingshot and Bamgelina got MVPs. Slingshot gained strong arm
and Getaway and Bamgelina learned block. The Ladies bought an apothecary, and the Constructicons bought catcher Prowl.
29th March 2013

Rotting Chimps (Scooby)
Alghoul (8, 12)
Fans

Casualties

2
Winnings

v
Value

1
Fans

Crocoviles (Stebloke)
Tegu Wormton (5)
Casualties
Winnings

Value

12,000
3 (+2)
50,000
1,240,000
8,000
0
20,000
1,020,000
The lizardmen won the toss and received, but the undead got a blitz kick off result and immediately put their opponents under pressure.
Coatl Robos picked up the ball deep in his half, but the Chimps were already on a roll. King Tut Tut KOd Gigan, and Slobber fouled
Rodan Strike and smashed his hip. Soon after Globyool fouled Slithe and killed him. Luckily the Crocs had a wandering apothecary who
saved him, but he still suffered a fractured skull. Forced way back, the lizardmen had little choice, and Coatl bombed the ball as far into
the undead half as he could. The Chimps went in for the foul again, but this time Dribbley got sent off KOing Failsnap. Slobber then also
got sent off fouling Venom. Skink Tegu Wormton managed to sprint passed the ghouls on his tail and managed to pick up the ball and
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score.
The Chimps received and Alghoul picked up the ball as Drabbling Drutt badly hurt Tetoc Fleshtear. Alghoul moved down the right wing
with support, as four skinks surrounded them. The little guys could not hang on to the ghoul's legs and he blitzed and dodged away to
equalize.
It started to rain in the second half. Sphinxy Bloke badly hurt Coatl, meaning it was now 10 undead players against 6 Lizardmen. The
Chimps had little problem in pushing forward, and Alghoul scored again. The Crocs got a touchback at the kick off which Miqui Venom
claimed. He charged forward and tried to blitz through the defence but failed miserably. Another failing miserably was Sphinxy Bloke,
who continuously smacked skinks only to see them pushed back. Alghoul had no such trouble and badly hurt Wormton. Lidus T'lal
picked it up where Venom had dropped it and made a break down the right wing. No support came, and Alghoul was there again,
sacking the skink and knocking him out. It was now just 3 Saurus against 10 undead. Once again the Chimps went in for the kill with
their fouls, but it only saw Flemface and Drutt sent off, both for fouling Garro. It was an easy win in the end for the Chimps.
Alghoul and Wormton got MVPs. Wormton got +1AG, and Alghoul got side step.
31st March 2013

Jims Munkeez (Scooby)
Magic Magic (11)
Fans
Casualties

1
Winnings

v
Value

2
Fans

The Grog Guzzlers (Stebloke)
Gary Grogchaser (7, 15)
Casualties
Winnings
Value

11,000
2
30,000
1,080,000
5,000
2(+1)
70,000
1,080,000
The new dwarf team received and Gary Grogchaser caught the ball from a high kick. They then went about smacking the human front
line onto their asses, knocking one out. Magic Magic dodged through to threaten Gary, and Jack Gooty also tried to dodge through but
fell. Pringle badly hurt slayer Livid, but the Guzzlers ground the humans down with more KOs. Gobblespud then also tried to dodge
through to blitz Gary, but fell over and KOd himself. The five remaining humans were contained and Gary had moved up the left wing,
and ran in to score on turn 7. Four of six human KOs come back, but dwarf Mick Maltdowner could not be roused even by a
Bloodweiser Babe. A riot at the kick off wasted some of the humans available time, and they could not equalize before half time.
With their subs, the humans had 2 players extra for the second half. Hue Jun got the touchback as Magic Magic and Quickshift bolted
down the poorly guarded wings. The pass soon came to Magic Magic on the right, as Crazy Eddie protected him by badly hurting Kenny
Kegsplitter, and Magic scored easily.
Mick finally returned at the kick off as Gary picked up the ball. Baz McBoozer smacked and killed Wabbit, who could not be saved by the
apothecary. Outcrop tried to dodge through to sack but fell and badly hurt himself, meaning all three of the Munkeez blitzers had now
tried this move and fell over, with increasingly severe results. Gary ran up the left as Mick got his act together and killed Trampp. This
was becoming a disaster now for the humans, as a couple more got knocked out. Gary ran up the left wing with support and managed
to score. At the dying stages, the dwarves capped a lucky game as Stu Stoutsmasher managed to intercept a Magic Magic pass. Gary
and Magic got MVPs, and both picked up the block skill.
5th April 2013

Ellyrion Fantasy (Stebloke)
Almasy (13)
Fans

Casualties

1
Winnings

v
Value

2
Fans

Rotting Chimps (Scooby)
Goulash (7), Alghoul (16)
Casualties
Winnings
Value

11,000
0
60,000
1,150,000
14,000
3 (+1)
80,000
1,270,000
The match started in sweltering heat. The undead team received, and the first action of the game was Sphinxy Bloke hitting and badly
hurting Wallace. With the other Elf scrimmage players stunned, Alghoul gathered the ball and easily pushed through the middle. Strife
managed to sneak in to blitz him down following a mistake by Sphinxy, but the Chimps cleared the blitzer away and the ghoul soon got it
again. Skeleton Keldor killed Highwind, and the apothecary was needed to patch him up. Strife managed to blitz Alghoul down again,
but the ball continued to bounce among the protection of the other Chimps players. Fellow ghoul Goulash, already having a great time
smacking elves onto their asses, got the ball and went for it to score. Elves Seifer and Kinneas collapsed due to the heat, but a
touchback and quick snap allowed Fantasy's two blitzers to sprint off down the left wing with the ball. Rambling Ramtut pushed Leonhart
into the crowd and they badly hurt him. On the last turn of the half, ball carrier Rude tried to blitz out of the ghoul cage he was in but fell
trying to dodge away.
In the second half Highwind got the touchback as Fantasy tried to push up their right, but their numbers suffered another blow as
Gurgley badly hurt Quistis. Then both blitzers at the head of the push got stunned, but Highwind managed a pass to Almasy who was
pressured to score earlier than he wanted. Angelo and King Tut Tut then passed out from heat, and Gurgley got sent off. A good kick
saw the ball in the undead endzone, and Alghoul retrieved it before legging it up the pitch. Both Strife and Almasy tried to hold him up by
dodging and blitzing, but they both fell on their dodges or go for its, and Alghoul had just enough speed to reach the endzone in the last
turn. Goulash and Strife got MVPs. Goulash got block. Sphinxy got guard. Strife and Almasy got dodge. The Chimps sacked ST2 wight
Ramtut and bought Djet Jaguar.

12th April 2013

The Grog Guzzlers (Stebloke)
Harry Beerhunter (16)
Fans
Casualties

Winnings

1

v
Value

1
Fans

Ladies Of The Might (Scooby)
Bamela Anderson (3)
Casualties
Winnings

Value

6,000
0
60,000
1,180,000
8,000
0
50,000
1,100,000
The second semi-final kicked off with the dark elf ladies receiving. Kirsten Dumps caught the high kick as the front lines roughed it up.
Bamela Anderson broke through down the right wing, followed quickly by Kirsten, who managed an easy short pass to give the Ladies
the lead. Runner Harry Beerhunter got a touchback from the kickoff, and the dwarves tried to break through in the middle as the nippy
elves got round the flanks. Keira Mightley dodged in to sack Harry, but the ball scattered to Baz McBoozer who somehow caught it in
two tackle zones. Cindy Warford sacked him also, and the ball scattered to Dumps who ran it deep into the Dwarf half. Luckily for the
Guzzlers, there was no time in the half for a second touchdown.
In the second half, Gary picked it up deep in his half right on the left touchline. Scarlett Jobamson easily dodged through and took him
down, and Gary needed slayer Angry Alemouth's help to force her away. Gary recollected the ball and switched flanks, with a strong
dwarf push up their right. However they were not expecting Dumps to dodge into three tackle zones to sack him and stun him. The
dwarves cleared the ball and this time Harry picked it up. They slowly managed to grind up the right, pushing two blitzers into the crowd
and KOing two others. Harry managed to score in last turn, with Kicky Taylor being the only one able to stop him, but she failed to dodge
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passed her marker. In the penalty shootout the Guzzlers took it 6-3 to go through to the final.
Dumps and Mick got MVP. Mick got guard and Dumps got dodge. The Guzzlers bought a new blocker called Legless Gimli.
19th April 2013

Rotting Chimps (Scooby)
Drabbling Drutt (13)
Fans
Casualties

1
Winnings

v
Value

0
Fans

The Grog Guzzlers (Stebloke)
Casualties

Winnings

Value

17,000
1
70,000
1,290,000
9,000
3
50,000
1,110,000
The final kicked off, but not before Kenny Kegsplitter put some Grisnick's Stickum on his hands to help him grab the ball should the
chance arise. The dwarves received, and Harry Beerhunter got the touchback, starting the attack up the right wing. Zombie Gurgley got
sent straight off for sticking the boot in, but the rest of the undead line stood firm. Kenny broke through the center and Harry tried to
pass, but fumbled it comically. Alghoul nipped in to get the ball as mummy King Tut Tut broke slayer Livid Lagerlout's ribs, putting him
out of this game and next. Soon after, King Tut Tut turned his attention to runner Gary Grogchaser, but with the aid of double attacker
downs the dwarf killed the mummy who failed to regenerate. An attack came in that knocked the ball out of Alghoul's grasp. Other
mummy Sphinxy Bloke blitzed Gary to get revenge, but this time both dice were both downs, and only the dwarf had block. Again, the
runner inflicted a casualty, this time badly hurt, but Sphinxy regenerated. With one turn left Kenny dodged away to try and get in the
endzone and hopefully get a pass, but failed his go for it and went face first into the mud.
For the first drive in the second half, a spiked ball was used, but this didn't trouble wight Drabbling Drutt who caught it straight from the
kick off. The first action new player Gimli saw was to smack skeleton Keldor and badly hurt him, but once again the player regenerated.
Drutt switched wings, taking the ball from his right all the way over to the left. Most of the dwarves were marked or too far away, and
only Kenny had the range to stop him. He passed two go for its to make the blitz but the dice came up attacker down, and Drutt ran in to
give the Chimps the lead. Gary got the touchback at the kickoff, and with just 4 turns left sprinted off up the right. Alghoul and his
sidestepping abilities proved the Grog Chasers' bane, as several players tried to clobber him, but only forced him closer to the ball
carrier. Gary dodged away and passed his go for it to get within range of the endzone with one turn left and all the Chimps players
marked. This didn't phase ghoul Globyool who dodged through the tackle zones of both dwarf blitzers to smack Gary, take him down,
and pick up the ball. Dwarf players got to him but the blitz coming in from Harry was an ineffective push. The Chimps took the first
tournament of the season. They replaced their lost mummy with new player Bumm-Ra. Alghoul and Gary got MVPs. Drabbling Drutt got
dodge on a double, and Gary picked up fend.
The Rotting Chimps gained a bonus 30K for the tournament win, and the Grog Guzzlers got a bonus 10K for being runners up.

Standalone
2nd May 2013

Eastwood All Stars (Scooby)

1

v

2

Dolph Logren (3)
Fans

Casualties

Winnings

Value

Fans

Jims Munkeez (Stebloke)
Outcrop (5)
Hue Jun (13)
Casualties
Winnings

Value

16,000
0
70,000
1,210,000
10,000
1
50,000
1,110,000
The elves received and Yew Jackman picked it up, moving up to behind his line of scrimmage. Human blitzers Outcrop and Gooty both
got round the flanks and in Yew's face but couldn't bring him down. Both wardancers lept over the humans and ran downfield, with
Dolph getting into the endzone. The Munkeez couldn't stop Yew dodging away from his aggressors to plant a short pass right into
Dolph's hands. Hue Jun got the touchback and the humans pushed up the right, shoving Arnold into the crowd. Dolph tried to intervene
but Gobblespud pushed him away, allowng Hue to hand off to Outcrop who ran in to score a quick equalizer. From the kick off the ball
scattered right back onto the line of scrimmage, where one of the four journeyelves managed to grab it. He quickly handed it off to Yew
as the All Stars looked to play the same kind of passing play. This time Outcrop got round and sacked Yew, but the elves cleared the ball
and Yew picked it up again. Dolph got into the endzone but this time Yew's pass went into the crowd. Catcher Quickshift picked it up
from where the crowd threw it back in, but as he focused on keeping it away from Dolph, Yew snook in to clatter him. Dolph tried to leap
into get ball but fell and KOd himself, and Gobblespud hit Yew and badly hurt him, and the Munkeez held out til half time.
The weather changed, and the pitch was bathed in blinding sun. Hue got a touchback again, but both wardancers were soon over the
defensive line and clattered him down. Outcrop pulled out a custard pie and slapped it in Dolph's face, allowing him to get the ball from
the feet of the wardancer and run away up the left. Again both wardancers got to him and took him down, and a huge fight erupted
around the ball. It was here that the game started to turn against the All Stars as several of them got KOd. Hue picked it up just in the elf
half, and this time both Arnie and Dolph failed in their attempts to dodge and go for it and couldn't get to him, allowing Hue to run in and
score. At the kick off, Robert Downey Juniper picked up the ball, but fumbled his attempted pass to Dolph, and the Munkeez were able
to get around the ball and stop the elves from getting it for the remainder of the game. Juniper got pushed into the crowd for his
troubles. Outcrop and Dolph got MVPs, with Outcrop getting tackle, and Dolph getting +1AG.

6 Team League
In this tournament, Scooby chose to use the Eastwood All Stars as his primary team, while Gareth chose Greene Horde, and Stebloke
chose the Crocoviles.
12th March 2016

Greene Horde (Gareth)
Fans

Casualties

0
Winnings

v
Value

1
Fans

The Grog Guzzlers (Stebloke)
Harry Beerhunter (15)
Casualties
Winnings

Value

8,000
1
10,000
940,000
9,000
4
70,000
1,230,000
The weather for the match was very sunny, meaning it would be even harder for these two stompy teams to pass it if they were forced
to. A lot of the fans in the crowd seemed friendly to the orcs. The dwarves set up and kicked off which was a high kick, allowing Chucker
Charlie to get under it. The sun must have got in his eyes and he failed to catch the kick. Soon after, his fellow thrower Bob 'da Bomb
also failed to gather the ball. The orc left and center went head to head with the steadfast dwarves and the two sets of players
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pummeled into each other. Charlie finally picked up the ball as the black orcs broke through in the middle. Ripper crunched into Brewski
Bert and KOd him, but the strong orc attack faltered when Chucker Charlie failed a pass to Snarflik who had snook through a gap in the
dwarf line. The dwarves found some payback as Harry Beerhunter badly hurt Ripper. Mick Maltdowner didn't like the look of the little
goblin Snarflik and blitzed into him, killing him. The orcs continued to slowly grind up their left and through the middle, as the dwarves
tried to hold them. Blitzer Smasha got impatient and tried a daring blitz, but fell trying to dodge through into position. Gary Grogchaser
got his hands on the ball and cleared it, risking a long pass which scattered right to Kenny Kegsplitter who caught it. Then Angry
Alemouth smashed the knee of Bob 'da Bomb, but orc blitzers Dave and Crusha managed to get back and take Kenny down before he
could get away. In the last action of the half, Angry got 2 assists and badly hurt black orc Curly.
At the start of the 2nd half, a pitch invasion led to two dwarves and an orc blitzer being stunned by the crowd, which included slayer
Angry Alemouth. The kick from the orcs was really deep, forcing Gary Grogchaser way back to pick up the ball. The dwarves then tried
to push up their right while some tried to outnumber and hold the black orcs in the middle. However Larry was having none of it and
broke free of his marker, blitzing into Gary and stunning him. A big skirmish formed near the half way line, on the Grog Chasers' right
touchline. Goblin Gitsnik tried to nip in and get the ball, but it scattered out and the crowd threw it back in just inside the orc half. Harry
Beerhunter grabbed the ball and made a break for it as a rogue wizard threw a fireball on the pitch, which exploded at the feet of Gary
Grogchaser, though didn't take him down. This allowed Harry Beerhunter to run in and score. After the kick off orc blitzer Dave picked it
up and tried to pass it to Crusha who had made a break for it, but couldn't get it on target. The last action of the match was Gitsnik
putting the boot in and smashing Angry Alemouth's knee, but luckily the dwarf apothecary managed to fix it. Angry Alemouth and Larry
got MVPs, and Gitsnik became Gitsnik da Avenger. Angry picked up the tackle skill.
18th March 2016

Crocoviles (Stebloke)
Fans

Casualties

0
Winnings

v
Value

2
Fans

Eastwood All Stars (Scooby)
Dolph Logren (5, 16)
Casualties
Winnings

Value

4,000
0
30,000
1,070,000
12,000
2
90,000
1,290,000
The All Stars received, and Brad Pine caught a bad kick which came to him on the line of scrimmage. A bit of a rumble kicked off in the
middle, during which Arnie Woodenegger lept over the line of scrimmage but failed to dodge away, allowing Miqui Venom to blitz Brad
and take him down. As the saurus looked like they were getting in amongst the elves, Yew Jackman dodged away to pick up the ball
and plant it into the hands of Dolph Logren who had made a break for it. The lizards were caught out of position and Dolph ran into
score an easy touchdown. At the kick off the weather turned to a powerful blizzard. Skink Cypher caught it straight from kick off, but
Woodenegger lept over the saurus front line and blitzed him down. In response, Tetoc Fleshtear turned round and knocked the
wardancer out. Tegu Wormton recovered the ball and ran down the left wing with a number of skinks in support, but it was easy for the
elves to hold them. The saurus managed to knock out a couple of others, until the last turn of the half when Tegu tried a daring pass
which Lidus T'lal could not catch with three tackle zones on him.
At the start of the second half Arnie came back on but the two elf linemen didn't. Tegu picked up the ball as the saurus tried to rough up
the elf front line, but Lime Neeson badly hurt Gigan Modok, scuppering the lizard plans. Tegu ran from flank to flank looking for an
opening as the journeyman skinks put the boot in on Dolph a couple of times keeping him stunned. The rest of the lizards couldn't keep
the wardancers down for long, nor find an opening, and Arnie managed to get through a gap and KO Tegu. One of the elf journeymen
then crunched skink Coatl Robos and killed him, but a wandering apothecary managed to save him. A massive ruck took place on the
lizard right flank just inside their half. Elsewhere Loa Scaler put the boot in and knocked out Yew Jackman, while Miqui KOd the other elf
journeyman. Dolph lept over his marker to get the ball, and Garro Failsnap tried to blitz him but got KOd for his trouble. To rub salt in,
Arnie put the boot in on Tetoc and seriously injured him. Only Miqui had any chance of getting back to stop the wardancer, but fell trying
to dodge from his marker and Dolph scored his second. Miqui and Arnie got MVPs, and Arnie got side step. The Crocs bought an
apothecary, and the All Stars bought Groot the treeman.
25th March 2016

Constructicons (Gareth)
Prowl (2)
Fans

Casualties

1
Winnings

v
Value

1
Fans

Heat Wave (Stebloke)
Erika Zeal (16)
Casualties
Winnings

Value

9,000
4 (2)
40,000
1,240,000
7,000
1
20,000
900,000
Exactly three years since their last game, the Constructicons took to the Blood Bowl field again. The new amazon team kicked off, but
the humans surprised them with a quick snap, allowing them to soon break through with both of their catchers. Prowl managed to reach
the end zone and Slingshot passed a long bomb right to him for the touchdown. The Constructicons then kicked it, and Erika Zeal
picked up ball as the front lines roughed each other up. Selena Char ran down the right wing but was tracked back by Bonecrusher, who
stuck with her and pushed her out into the crowd. Slugfest then badly hurt Hippolyta Wild. The amazons applied pressure on their left
flank. Though the humans quickly blocked them off, Erika handed it to Aella Ember who managed to dodge through a tackle zone but
fell going for it into the end zone. Lightspeed gathered the ball and managed to take it clear until the half time whistle.
In the second half, Erika caught the ball from a high kick, but the amazon attack faltered immediately when Selena Char and her
opponent took each other to the floor. Blitzer Korina Jet broke through trying to make a hole, but couldn't even take down catcher
Lightspeed. Trying to inspire her team Nikki Heat tackled Bonecrusher and caused a niggling injury, but apothecary Ratchet reduced it
to badly hurt. Slugfest knocked Hanna Bloom out when they punched each other to the floor. Though Heat Wave were losing players,
Erika got through a gap with a screen of blitzers by pushing Prowl out into the crowd. Near the end of the game, the humans started to
really bring the pain. Ransack pushed Aella into the crowd who badly hurt her, before Cyclonus KOd catcher Artemis, and Scrapper
fouled Selena Char and seriously injured her. Xanara Crest tried to dodge away from her marker to give Erika more cover, but was
tripped and ended up badly hurt. Blitzwing then KOd himself trying to go for it to put Erika in tackle zone. Right at the death Kallisto
pushed Cyclonus away so that Erika could score the equalizer. At the next kick off, the Constructicons' journeyman killed Kallisto, and
Heat Wave's apothecary was called for, and managed to reduce the effect to a serious injury. The last action of the game saw catcher
Prowl foul Nikki Heat and seriously concuss her, reducing her armour. Slugfest and Erika got MVPs, with Slugfest picking up block, and
Erika picking up sure hands. The Constructicons fired lineman Tantrum, and purchased their journeyman whose name was Hardhead.
21st May 2016

Heat Wave (Stebloke)
Artemis Flash (13)

1

v

2

The Grog Guzzlers (Gareth)
Harry Beerhunter (7)
Angry Alemouth (16)
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Fans

Casualties

Winnings

Value

Fans

Casualties

Winnings

Value

5,000
0
20,000
980,000
10,000
6
70,000
1,440,000
The very outclassed Amazons hired 2 Bloodweiser Babes and a Wandering Apothecary for their game against the dwarves. The
Guzzlers won the toss and chose to receive. The first action of the match was Budguzzler Greg stunning Aella Ember, followed by Baz
McBoozer smashing the ankle of one of the two journeywomen. The dwarves continued to kick ass up and down the line of scrimmage
as Harry Beerhunter picked up the ball and handed it to Gary Grogchaser, who set off up the pitch. Xena Flame attempted to blitz Baz
but got stunned for her troubles after double attacker downs twice after a reroll. Livid Lagerlout then clattered Hippolyta Wild and badly
hurt her, and already things were looking grim for Heat Wave. Korina blitzed away from her marker to put Gary under pressure, just as a
pit trap sprung open, sending the dwarf ball carrier down into it. The ball scattered to Korina but she couldn't hold on to it. She then
failed to dodge away from her markers to try and clear the ball and ended up stunning herself, allowing Harry to gather the ball and run
in to score. Thrower Erika Zeal got the ball after the kick off, and with little time left made a pass to Artemis Flash who ran up the wing,
to within range of the endzone, but Livid was able to dodge away from his marker and bring her down, and the dwarves went into the
break in the lead.
At half time, Heat Wave spiked Mick's drink with a witch's brew, and he became really stupid. Livid then got double skulls and got
stunned by Artemis, and Aella was able to shove Kenny Kegsplitter into the crowd who KOd him. Suddenly there was a gap on the
dwarf right flank, and Erika again picked up ball and passed to Artemis who ran up the left with support. Angry Alemouth hit Hanna
Bloom and badly hurt her, then Legless Gimli badly hurt the remaining journeywoman, further thinning the amazon numbers. Artemis
tried to hold the ball up in the corner while the remaining few amazons tried to defend her for as long as possible. Den Draftswigger
smashed the hip of Sophia Wyte despite the efforts of the apothecary. Gary put Artemis under pressure, but she pushed him away and
was able to score. The amazon kick was long and gave the Guzzlers a touchback which Angry claimed. The slayer immediately ran up
the left with little to stop him. Only Korina could reach, but she fell trying to dodge away and fell over (injuring her wrist in the process).
Then Mick seriously injured Aella, and Angry easily walked the ball in to score the winner. Livid and Korina got MVPs. Harry got block,
and Livid got mightly blow. The dwarves bought DUI Derek, a deathroller.
30th May 2016

Crocoviles (Stebloke)
Loa Scaler (8)
Fans

Casualties

1
Winnings

v
Value

1
Fans

Constructicons (Scooby)
Lightspeed (15)
Casualties
Winnings

Value

8,000
1 (1)
50,000
1,080,000
11,000
2
30,000
1,310,000
The under-manned Crocoviles hired a mercenary Saurus to help them in what would turn out to be one of the craziest games either
coach had ever witnessed. The human team won the toss and received, with the ball landing right beside thrower Slingshot who
scooped it up. The frontline of Saurus were all soon knocked over or pushed back, but Slingshot was soon surrounded by 3 skinks, one
of which was Lidus T'lal who badly hurt the human and retrieved the ball. Saurus Miqui Venom then KOd Ransack, but Slugfest was
able to fall back and blitz Lidus down. Scrapper then badly hurt the merc, and his game was soon over. Three skinks again tried to team
up, but Coatl Robos was stunned when he tried to clear Slugfest away from ball. Hardhead then seriously injured Miqui, and the
Crocoviles continued to struggle to keep their saurus players on the pitch. Catcher Prowl dodged away from his 2 skink markers and ran
up his left wing into the endzone. Slugfest grabbed the ball and tried to long bomb it but the attempt failed. With the ball dangerously
close to their endzone skink Cypher Lacer pushed Prowl into crowd who KOd him. Cyclonus tried to blitz the journey-skink but fell going
for it and badly hurt himself. Tegu Wormton got the ball and planted a long pass right to fellow skink Loa Scaler just inside the human
half. Loa managed to catch it in Bonecrusher's tackle zone, but fell trying to dodge away from the blitzer. Bonecrusher then blitzed Lidus
away from the ball and grabbed it. Saurus Garro Failsnap blitzed Bonecrusher down and Tegu ran up to collect the ball, but Hardhead
dodged away from his marker to blitz the skink, and Gigan Modok couldn't grab the scattered ball. The lizards cleared the ball but Gigan
again couldn't collect it. A ruck appeared around the ball and Blitzwing KOd Cypher. Tegu dodged twice to grab the ball in a tackle zone
and run up the left wing and hand it to Loa who scored.
The 2nd half began with a massive pitch invasion. Two skinks were stunned, but the humans had it much worse as four linemen and a
blitzer who were all standing side by side on the line of scrimmage went down. Then the human kick scattered off the pitch and the
touchback went to Gigan. The saurus quickly ran up the left wing, but he did not have enough support and was dragged down by
Slugfest wth 2 assists. Bonecrusher then KOd Oloch Slithe as the two teams tried to get players around the ball. Catcher Getaway
blocked Tegu but the little skink stunned him. Rodan Strike pushed Prowl into the crowd and suddenly there was a gap. Tegu grabbed
the ball in a tackle zone but failed to dodge out. Garro pushed Slugfest into crowd who KOd him, and Tegu was able to get the ball at
the second attempt. Garro blitzed his marker away and got into the end zone, then Tegu tried to hand it to the saurus instead of scoring,
but he failed to grab it. The ball scattered into the crowd who threw it back in near the middle of human half. Catcher Lightspeed was on
it like a flash, and grabbed it before sprinting over the halfway line. Lidus got back to mark him but Broadside blitzed him and KOd the
skink. Only the journey-skink could get back and put any pressure on the ball, but he fell trying to dodge between 2 human players,
allowing Lightspeed to equalize.
The last action of the game was Prowl fouling the journey-skink and getting sent off.
Slugfest and Rodan got MVPs, and blitzer Scrapper got +1AG.

10th June 2016

Eastwood All Stars (Scooby)
Dolph Logren (5,10)
Fans
Casualties

Winnings

2

v
Value

1
Fans

Greene Horde (Gareth)
Crusha (12)
Casualties
Winnings

Value

17,000
1
50,000
1,330,000
10,000
4
40,000
1,040,000
With their inducements, the orc team got extra training, some good karma and readied some dirty tricks. The All Stars won the toss and
elected to receive. Goblin Gitsnik put on some kicking boots, and the orcs got a perfect defense, allowing the scrimmage to set up away
from the new treeman, Groot. However a touchback saw Groot getting the ball. The game kicked off with the elves overwhelming the
orc front line and knocking several of them down, and Groot slowly started to make his way up the pitch. With Groot at the fore, the
elves initially tried to fight, but the orcs surrounded them and a ruck ensued. During the fight, Gitsnik went in for a foul on Robert
Downey Juniper and got sent off. Catcher Jet Tree ran through a gap in the orc line, but fell trying to go for it into the end zone and
knocked himself out. Then Little Gork smacked Robert Downey Juniper and smashed his collar bone. Chucker Charlie continued the
pummelling and knocked out Lime Neeson. The elves pushed up their left, but black orc Larry badly hurt Yew Jackman. Groot handed it
to Dolph, and the wardancer lept over the orc defense, dodged away and managed to go for it to score the opener. Both KOd elves
came back on the pitch.
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At the restart, the elves got a perfect defense themselves. The orcs roughed up a few elves, before Charlie picked the ball up and tried
to hand it to blitzer Ripper, but the orc couldn't claim it. Jet Tree blitzed through the middle and badly hurt the orc journeyman with 2
assists. Blocker Moe then blitzed Christopher Tree and knocked him out. Charlie secured the ball and moved up the orc right, handing it
to Smasha who moved deep into the elf half. Arnie got back to knock the blitzer down with an assist. The ball scattered into the crowd,
who threw it back in just 2 squares from the elf endzone. Charlie went in for the foul on Lime Neeson, and badly hurt him though got
sent off in the process. To clear their lines, Dolph picked up the ball and handed it to Arnie, who ran up the pitch and long bombed it to
Jet Tree who had dodged away into the endzone. Unfortunately for the elves, the ball was not on target and went into the crowd, which
was the last action of the half.
Again the elf KO came back on. With their thrower gone, Smasha tried to get the ball but failed to pick it up. As the other black orcs
knocked Groot down, Curly blitzed Dolph but the wardancer retaliated and KOd his attacker. Two other elf players pushed Smasha
away from the ball and Dolph easily got it to score again. Curly remained KOd before the kick off. The orcs got a quick snap. Dave
picked up the ball and handed it to Crusha who ran up the orc right as most of the elves were defending the other flank. Dolph tried to
get back but fell trying to go for it, allowing Crusha to run in to score. Curly came back on as the orcs kicked off. Dolph picked it up as 3
elves sprinted up their right flank. Some lewd cheerleaders distracted four of the elves near that touchline and they were momentarily
distracted. Groot took root as 2 orcs tried to bring down Dolph, but he sidestepped away. Brad Pine and Dolph dodged through the
middle, and Dolph short passed it but Brad couldn't catch it. Smasha blitzed Brad away and picked up the ball, but Arnie soon blitzed
him down and grabbed the ball. Curly blocked Brad but they both went down with Brad getting badly hurt. Jet tried to dodge away and
get into the endzone for the pass but fell, allowing Curly to blitz Arnie and take him down. Smasha then blocked the journey elf and
knocked him out. Crusha then fouled Arnie and stunned him, and Dolph couldn't grab the ball with five orc tackle zones on it, bringing
the game to its end.
Dolph and Curly got MVPs. Dolph got +1MV. Both Curly and Larry got mighty blow. The All Stars sacked Robert Downey Juniper and
hired Juniper Junior, and the Horde bought a new goblin named Slapdud.
28th October 2016

Heat Wave (Stebloke)
Fans

Casualties

0
Winnings

v
Value

1
Fans

Greene Horde (Gareth)
Smasha (7)
Casualties
Winnings

Value

5,000
0
60,000
940,000
7,000
3
40,000
1,070,000
With their inducements, all Heat Wave could get was a Bloodweiser Babe to help them stay on the pitch.
The orcs kicked off, and Erika Zeal picked up the ball and moved out to the amazon right. With the first real block of the game, Crusha
knocked Nikki Zeal out, as a ruck built up on Heat Wave's right, near the half way line. After several turns of failing to break through the
orc defence, blitzer Korina managed to dodge through and made a run for it. However, Erika's attempted long pass to her was
intercepted by black orc Moe, triggering a rapid counter attack from the orcs up the middle. Heat Wave players tried to rush back to put
the orcs under pressure, but Hanna Bloom stunned herself trying to dodge and reposition, giving a clear route through for Moe to hand it
to Smasha who ran in to score. Nikki came back on at the kick off and the teams roughed each other up a bit until half time.
At the start of the second half, Hanna got knocked out by a rock thrown from the crowd, leaving a small gap in the middle for Greene
Horde to try and exploit. Their thrower Chucker Charlie failed to pick up the ball at the first attempt, however. Moe then knocked out the
amazon journeywoman. Blocker Larry got both downs, leaving a hole that let Korina blitz through, and she shoved Charlie away from
the ball. Fellow thrower Bob 'da Bomb' shoved her right back, allowing Charlie to get the ball. Korina pulled out the skill to blitz him
again, knocking him down and retrieving the ball in two tackle zones. Blitzer Dave blocked Xena Flame and broke her neck. The
apothecary was called on, but could only reduce it to -1 movement. Moe then blitzed Korina and stunned her, allowing Bob to get the
ball. He quickly passed to goblin Gitsnik who made a break for it into Heat Wave's half. Hippolyta Wild dodged away from two markers
to pull him down, but things were looking bad for the amazons. Dave blitzed Artemis Flash and killed her, as the apothecary had already
been used. Ripper then blocked Xanara Crest and badly hurt her. Orcs piled forward, knocking Hippolyta down and letting Gitsnik get
the ball again. However the amazon got to her feet, dodged away from her markers and knocked Gitsnik down once more. She tried to
get the ball in two tackle zones but couldn't. Blocker Curly had finally had enough and smacked her to the ground, stunned. Dave picked
up the ball and ran for the endzone in the last turn but needed two go for it rolls, falling on the last one, meaning the game ended 1-0 to
the orcs.
Moe and Korina got MVPs, with Korina picking up guard, and Moe getting block.
22nd December 2016

Grog Guzzlers (Gareth)
Kenny Kegsplitter (5)
Fans
Casualties

1
Winnings

v
Value

0
Fans

Crocoviles (Stebloke)
Casualties

Winnings

Value

9,000
4
20,000
1,470,000
8,000
1 (1)
20,000
1,120,000
The Crocoviles hired two mercenary saurus with block to try and handle the dwarf team that now included DUI Derek, a deathroller. At
the start of the game, the dwarves got brilliant coaching for an extra re-roll, while the lizardmen won the toss and chose to kick. The kick
off ended deep in the dwarf half, near the end zone, and Harry Beerhunter failed to pick it up first try. As the front lines bashed away at
each other, Harry managed to gather the ball at the second effort, and began moving up the right. One of the mercs was able to down
the deathroller with a bunch of assists, but it was soon operational again. Saurus Tetoc Fleshtear blocked Angry Alemouth, but got
double both downs twice, opening up a hole right where the dwarves needed it. Harry ran into the lizard half, and handed it to Kenny
Kegsplitter who ran full speed and neared the end zone. Livid Lagerlout frenzied into Loa Scaler and KOd him. Garro Failsnap blitzed
Stu Stoutsmasher out of the way and threatened Kenny with the support of Tegu Wormton, but the dwarf blitzer smacked the skink,
knocking him out, before dodging away from Garro and running in to open the scoring. Tegu was straight back on the pitch and
collecting the kick off, but the Guzzlers had a good turn smacking the saurus front line, including Rodan Strike being stunned and
Alemouth knocking out Tetoc. The lizard line was left in a mess as Oloch Slithe was also KOd by Livid. With time running out in the half
Tegu was forced into a pass attempt to Coatl Robos, but he fumbled it. Den Draftswigger blitzed the skink from the ball and collected it.
On the sidelines Livid shoved Garro into the crowd, only for the other merc saurus to then push the slayer into the crowd as well. Neither
player was injured as the half ended.
Only Loa came back on for the Crocoviles. At the kick off, both sets of fans threw rocks, stunning the 2nd merc saurus and Gary
Grogchaser. The touchback went to Garro, who ran up the lizard right flank. Gigan then blocked Alemouth and badly hurt him, the first
time a saurus had caused a casualty after three and a half games. The slight glimmer of hope for the lizards was snuffed out as dwarf
players re-deployed to hold the run. Garro did his best, knocking down Mick Maltdowner, but the dwarves turned up the heat. Gary badly
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hurt Coatl, then Mick badly hurt Loa Scaler, then Harry smacked Garro and took him down. The ball bounced around before Brewski
Bert caught it on a 6. The first merc saurus blitzed Livid and stunned him as the lizards tried to regain the advantage, but it was getting
too easy for the dwarves as Gary badly hurt Tegu. Gigan threw Harry into the crowd, who seriously injured him. Garro managed to take
down Bert, but the ball scattered next to Gary, who picked it up and ran into the lizard half. Legless Gimli crunched into the journeyskink
and smashed the little lizard's collarbone. Garro ran back to take Gary down while Rodan stunned Baz McBoozer. Lidus T'lal dodged to
the ball, picked it up, and ran back up the right, just in reach of the endzone with one turn left. Livid was having none of it, and frenzied
the little skink to the floor. Only saurus Gigan could score, but would need two dodges, a pick up, and two go for its. Unsurprisingly, he
failed the first dodge on a 1 and bit the dust, bringing the game to an end.
Rodan and Gary got MVPs, with Rodan picking up block, while Legless Gimli got guard.
28th December 2016

Greene Horde (Gareth)
Fans

Casualties

0
Winnings

v
Value

1
Fans

Crocoviles (Stebloke)
Coatl Robos (11)
Casualties
Winnings

Value

14,000
3
30,000
1,020,000
8,000
1 (1)
20,000
1,150,000
The orcs won the toss and elected to receive, spurred on by their cheering fans. The kick ended up very close to the orc right touchline.
The first real action of the game saw Larry frump into Garro Failsnap and KO him. The orcs held the lizard front line at bay while
Chucker Charlie moved to the ball. Skink Lidus T'lal got through to pressure the orc thrower but Charlie easily blitzed him away and
picked up the ball. Little Gork then KOd Oloch Slithe as the orcs started to push up their right wing. Ripper blitzed Gigan Modok down,
so that Charlie could run into the lizard half and make a short pass to Smasha. The Crocoviles began a desperate defense with their
skinks, with three of them ganging up on Smasha to push him back. Elsewhere, Miqui and Curly took each other to the floor with Curly
being stunned. The black orcs were doing a good job of keeping the saurus away from the fight, and blitzer Dave ran in to smack Coatl
Robos and allow Smasha to run through the gap. Again 3 skinks dodged away from their markers to attack Smasha and push him back
once more. Tetoc then KOd Larry, as the orc attack started to struggle. Smasha broke away from the skinks and moved closer to the
right touchline, looking to find another way through. Tetoc was free to blitz the orc, needing two go for its, but could only push him
against the touchline. Tegu Wormton also moved up to support the saurus, but this gave Smasha the opportunity to blitz him and try and
dodge away. The orc plan did not come off, and Smasha fell trying to dodge away from Tetoc, just two squares away from the endzone.
Tetoc put his scaly hide next to the ball, protecting it from Chucker Charlie and pushing Gitsnik into the crowd. Ripper then tried to
dodge to get in the action, but fell and seriously injured himself. Spotting a small opening, Tegu dodged from his marker to pick up the
ball and try a long pass to Lidus who was still in the orc half, but he fumbled the pass and the half ended.
Oloch and Larry woke up for the second half, but Garro was still out cold. A high and deep orc kick gave Tegu the chance to get under it,
but he couldn't catch it and it scattered back into the lizard endzone. On the lizard left, Miqui blitzed Slapdud out of the way, giving Lidus
the chance to break through into the orc half. As Tegu picked up the ball, Chucker Charlie covered Lidus's run and clobbered him down.
A big fight ensued on the line of scrimmage, with the orcs getting the better of it, and Slapdud slipped through to pressure Tegu.
However on the lizard right, Gigan blitzed Gitsnik and stunned him, making a hole. Tegu switched the play, ran up the right to the half
way line, and handed it to Coatl Robos who set off up the right wing. The little skink went for it to put more space between him and the
orcs, but fell flat on his face. Chucker Charlie then attempted to come back across to the orc left, also going for it to try and put a tackle
zone on the ball, but he too fell over. Coatl was able to get up, secure the ball and run in to open the scoring after a couple of turns of
madness. Garro again failed to wake up.
At the kick off, the Crocs got perfect defense. This didn't stop the orcs wading in and knocking the lizards down left and right as Charlie
again picked up the ball. Lidus again found a gap and ran down the right wing to try and harass Charlie, but the thrower had other ideas,
passing it down the other flank right into the hands of Gitsnik who set off down the orc right. Tegu had to go for it to get the goblin into a
tackle zone, setting him up for the blitzing Coatl who knocked him down. The ball bounced into the crowd, who threw it back into the
middle of the pitch part way into the lizard half. Little Gork KOd Rodan Strike as the orcs looked to redeploy. Dave was able to move
through a gap and pick up the ball, before moving to assist Crusha who was busy smacking Tetoc to the floor. The orcs then temporarily
forgot about Tetoc, who was able to get up and blitz Dave down, with the ball landing between two black orcs. The orcs finally got their
bruiser game going, with Moe seriously inuring Loa Scaler, and Curly badly hurting Oloch. The depleted lizards formed a stoic line as
Dave again picked up the ball. Gitsnik ran up the right wing looking for a pass. The orcs then failed their last chance to score as Bob 'da
Bomb' failed to collect the hand off from Dave, giving Tegu the chance to block Gitsnik with an assist and smash the gobbo's collar
bone. Looking for some retribution, Slapdud fouled Gigan, badly hurting the saurus but getting sent off in the process. Somehow the
lizardmen had held on for their first win.
Chucker Charlie and Tetoc got MVPs, with Charlie gaining the accurate skill. The Crocoviles finally managed to scrape together enough
gold to hire their 6th saurus, Gutrip Stroyah. The Greene Horde sacked Gitsnik.
29th December 2016

Constructicons (Stebloke)

2

v

2

Lightspeed (7,15)
Fans

Casualties

Winnings

Value

Fans

Eastwood All Stars (Scooby)
Dolph Logren (2)
Bark Hamill (6)
Casualties
Winnings

Value

12,000
2
30,000
1,340,000
16,000
0
50,000
1,280,000
The elves won he toss and received, and both teams got brilliant coaching. The ball landed right by Yew Jackman who picked it up. The
front line elves then engaged, and the wardancers dodged through to harass the human back line. Getaway and Slingshot surrounded
the dancers, while the human blitzers put 3 of the 4 wide elves on their asses. The wardancers had no problem knocking down their
markers, with Dolph blitzing through into endzone. Yew then lobbed a long pass right into his hands to open the scoring. At the kick off,
the elves again got brilliant coaching. Slingshot caught the ball right from the kick off and started a run up the human right. Groot took
root, and the humans backed away from him. Lots of the elf players switched to their left to hold the humans. Blitzwing then blocked
Christopher Tree and smashed his hip. Lightspeed was in acres of space in the elf half on the left wing. Before Slingshot could run over
there to try and pass, Hardhead and Brad Pine took each other down even with an assist and after a reroll. This let Jet Tree push
Cyclonus into the crowd, and one of the journeyelves blitzed through to sack Slingshot and grab the ball with Dolph and Yew in support.
Getaway was able to KO Brad Pine with 2 assists, but the journeyelf was easily able to run in for the All Stars' 2nd, despite the best
efforts of Bonecrusher. Brad came straight back on, and Slingshot picked up the kick off. The elves had set up very centrally, and the
human wide players ran around to circle them. Arnie blocked catcher Getaway but got both down and stunned himself. Slingshot was
then able to run to the left and hand it to Lightspeed who ran with a go for it to score. At the kick off, Slingshot was deployed wide on the
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human left, and Dolph and Arnie blitzed him but couldn't take him down. This left Dolph open to a counter blitz by Blitzwing who KOd the
dancer as the last act of the half.
Dolph came straight back at the start of 2nd half. Slingshot got a touchback as Bonecrusher KOd the other journeyelf. Lightspeed made
a run down the left but Yew pushed him against sideline as more humans looked to head up the left. Groot KOd Slugfest as the All Stars
set up Slingshot for a block, but Dolph failed his leap when trying to blitz and KOd himself. Blitz then KOd Arnie and the elf defense was
suddenly in a shambles. The humans slowly made their way up the left, until Slingshot and Hardhead slipped through, Groot rooted
again. Slingshot handed it to Hardhead, but the lineman let it drop behind him. Yew put a tackle zone on the ball but Getaway and
Lightspeed pushed him away. Bonecrusher then failed to pick the ball up, and it bounced even further from the elf endzone. Yew dodged
in and tried a pick up in 2 tackle zones but failed, but it again bounced further from the endzone. Cyclonus blitzed the elf thrower and
killed him, but the apothecary reduced it to broken neck and -1 to his agility. Slingshot finally claimed the ball as Getaway and
Lightspeed ran into the endzone. The short pass was on target and Lightspeed caught for his 2nd of the match. This time none of the 3
KOd elves came back, as was the case with Slugfest. The last action of the game was Groot knocking down Cyclonus, allowing Jet Tree
to foul and stun him.
Blitzwing and Groot got MVPs, with Blitzwing picking up guard and Lightspeed picking up block. The elves hired their scoring journeyelf
whose name was Bark Hamill.
14th April 2017

Eastwood All Stars (Scooby)
Jet Tree (8, 15)
Fans

Casualties

2

Winnings

v
Value

0
Fans

Heat Wave (Stebloke)
Casualties

Winnings

Value

15,000
0
40,000
1,250,000
9,000
1 (+1)
50,000
1,070,000
Heat Wave hired a mercenary blitzer with tackle to try and keep the elves under control. In addition, Willow Rosebark took to the field to
stand against the might of treeman Groot. Heat Wave kicked off and got blitz, putting on a bit of pressure and knocking down Dolph on
their left flank. Groot pushed Willow away as the front lines roughed it up. Bark Hamill broke through the center with one of the two
journey elves. Juniper Junior picked up the ball and passed an accurate short pass. With an assist, Nikki ran back to blitz and KO Bark.
Erika then dodged away from the journey elf and picked up the ball, as Willow stunned Arnold. Kallisto Blaze blitzed to get away and
down field, and Erika dodged and planted a long pass right to her. The merc then stunned Dolph with an assist. Juniper and Charlie
Chestnut got back to blitz Kallisto down and stun her. Arnie began proving difficult to pin down with his side stepping, frustrating several
amazon players. The game spread thin with 6 little fights all up and down the pitch, conditions that suited the elf style of play. Arnie lept
away from 2 markers to get near the ball, as Korina Jet blitzed Dolph off the pitch after 4 other players surrounded him to prevent him
side stepping. This gave a large gap for Arnie to dodge into. He picked up the ball, and passed it back over the half way line to one of
the journey elves, who had spent most of the game side by side with Groot chasing one of the amazon linewomen. The elf failed the
catch, but the play had got the 'zons scrambling for better positions as they tried to contain the danger. Nikki pushed Lime Neeson out
into crowd, who had been waiting in the end zone for a pass. Jet Tree was deep in the amazon half down the elf right flank. He dodged
away from his marker into the end zone, as Arnie ran forward to pick up the ball and ram it into the hands of the journey elf. The elf was
able to move up the pitch and put a quick pass to Jet to open the scoring. All the elves who were off the pitch came back on. With one
turn left the amazons looked to dish out some pain, but could only KO Bark again plus a journey elf. Bark came straight back but the
journey elf remained out cold at half time.
At the kick off this time the elves got blitz, and Dolph took his chance to KO Xanara. A touchback went to Erika, and the 'zons pushed up
their right into the elf half. The All Stars, led by Dolph and Arnie, completely surrounded the attacking women, but Groot took root. In a
big ruck just inside the elf half, Bark managed to take down Erika and the ball scattered to Arnie who caught it. Korina again pushed a
surrounded Dolph into crowd, who this time really put the boot in and killed him. The All Stars apothecary brought it down to broken
neck, and -1AG. Despite this, the elves pushed the 'zons away and Arnie lept through to hand the ball of to Jet who was behind enemy
lines. With no way to stop Jet, Heat Wave turned to pain, with Kallisto badly hurting Bark. Hyppolyta Wild ran back to pressure Jet, and
Arnie fell trying to leap away from the zons looking to twonk him. Willow went for a foolish blitz on Groot, and they took reach other
down. Jet easily dodged away from Wild to score his second. Xanara came back from KO but the journey elf still did not. For the last
turn the amazons again tried to do more damage but could only take Groot down and KO Juniper. Nikki and Jet got MVPs,with Jet going
from 5 to 16 SPP and getting two skills. He got double 5 and double 4, getting +1 move and nerves of steel. Nikki got guard. Heat Wave
then bought a new catcher called Kassandra Bliss.
30th April 2017

Grog Guzzlers (Stebloke)
Gary Grogchaser (8)
Fans
Casualties

1
Winnings

v
Value

0
Fans

Constructicons (Scooby)
Casualties

Winnings

Value

12,000
4
70,000
1,520,000
14,000
0
20,000
1,190,000
The dwarves won the toss and chose to receive. Coach Scooby put some kicking boots on to Bonecrusher, but his accurate kick was
spoiled by it being a high kick, allowing Gary Grogchaser to get under it. It took the runner a couple of times to gather the ball. but he
soon had it in his hands and began running up the left. The human team had set up very centrally, and the dwarf flank players got
around them and tried to box them in. The middle of the pitch soon turned into a massive ruck. Lightspeed fouled Kenny Kegsplitter,
managing to stun him but getting sent off in the process. More bad news followed for the humans, as Hardhead threw a block at Den
Draftswigger, only for the dwarf to get the better of it and seriously injure him. Some human players switched to their right to try and cut
off Gary's run, but the dwarves were on fire. Angry Alemouth blitzed Cyclonus and smashed his ankle, before Slugfest also got sent off
for fouling. Den then blitzed Scrapper off the pitch and into the crowd, taking the humans down to six players and allowing Gary to freely
waltz up the dwarf left. There, he held the ball safe while the other dwarves continued to beat up on their opponents. Trying to fight
back, Broadside continued the human team's tactic of the day and blatantly fouled Kenny, knocking him out, but Stu Stoutsmasher
answered back by breaking Blitzwing's neck, and Baz McBoozer badly hurt Bonecrusher. The deathroller could then only stun one of the
remaining human linemen during a foul with seven assists. At the end of the half, Gary simply stepped over the line to score the
touchdown. The humans did not take the field for the second half, and became the first team to concede.
The dwarves received both MVPs, which went to Angry and Baz. Angry picked up mighty blow and Baz got guard. The dwarves were
also given 30k of their opponents winnings, adding it to their own 40k. The Constructicons sacked blitzer Cyclonus and hired a new one
called Bluestreak.
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It was this game that made us look at the concede rules and decide we didn't like them. Instead, we added our own conceding house
rules: A) Can only concede just before a kick off during a setup. B) Can only concede if you are losing the game. C) Can only concede if
your opponent has at least 4 more players than you to set up with at the next kick off (not including the opponent's subs), or if you have
3 or less players to set up with total. D) Conceding team automatically loses a fan factor, and does not roll for another one. E) The
winning team gets half of the conceding team's winnings, rounding up. F) The conceding team does not receive an MVP. The winning
team gets both MVPs. The 2nd MVP may not be chosen, it must be randomized between players that have been on the pitch and are
still eligible to be set up at the next kick off. It is not given to star players, journeymen or mercs. It can not go on the same player who
was given the first MVP.
Things were tight in the standings going into the last round of matches. The dwarves and elves were well clear with 7 wins between
them. Those two teams would battle for the title. The other four teams were all within just 3 points of each other, and had only managed
2 wins between them. Any of the four teams could end up getting 3rd place or last place, and it was mathematically possible for all four
to end up on the same points...
28th December 2017

Constructicons (Stebloke)
Fans

Casualties

0
Winnings

v
Value

2
Fans

Greene Horde (Gareth)
Dave (8)
Crusha (16)
Casualties
Winnings

Value

9,000
0
60,000
1,110,000
11,000
4 (+2)
80,000
1,250,000
Exactly one year since his last match, Coach Gareth kicked his orcs out onto the field again to face a human team that had been
decimated in their last game against the Grog Guzzlers. Despite this, the humans still had the higher TV, and Green Horde rocked up
with a wizard. The Orcs won the toss and received but at the kick off a riot started which held the game up for a while. The ball ended up
half way into the orc half, over on their left flank. Chucker Charlie moved over to pick it up as many humans got pushed back in blocks.
All three human catchers got through the orc line to pressure Charlie, as Bonecrusher and Scrapper tried to help them but were forced
away. Charlie was able to get to the half way line before Scrapper got close to him. The blitzer and catchers looked to be causing a
problem for the orc and his bodyguards, which consisted of a goblin, another thrower and the journey orc. This motivated the orcs and
they started to stomp. Curly stunned Slugfest and Crusha KOd Bonecrusher. All three catchers were pushed away as the other black
orcs all knocked down the linemen they were marking. Knowing something special was needed, Getaway dodged right next to the
sideline to put a tackle zone on Charlie. Scrapper got up, dodged and blitzed with the catcher's assist to put Charlie down. Bob 'da
Bomb' couldn't catch the scatter and it ended right next to the sideline. Crusha pushed Getaway into the crowd. They only stunned him,
but they were just warming up for when the journey orc pushed Scrapper into the crowd moments later. This time the crowd killed the
human, and the apothecary was needed, but could still only bring it down to a smashed hip, which was the 2nd time that had happened
to Scrapper in his career. Charlie re-collected the ball as Moe badly hurt Broadside. Ransack had a gap so chose to blitz Charlie, and
both of them ended up on the floor. This time, Dave caught the scatter, and the orcs retained control. Moe then blitzed Lightspeed and
seriously injured him, and the orcs were clear to move through the center. The only chance left for the humans was their thrower
Slingshot, who dodged twice to blitz Dave but was taken down in the attempt. On the last turn, Dave needed a go for it to score, but was
able to make it.
Bonecrusher came back in the second half. Getaway broke up the left as Slingshot picked up the ball, but three orcs were immediately
on the human catcher to prevent the throw. Prowl was then also able to dodge through to near the endzone, but Getaway fell trying to
dodge clear of his markers and got badly hurt. Bonecrusher blitzed Dave down and also ran through, giving Slingshot more options. The
thrower then planted a long bomb right to him, Crusha and goblin Slapdud were there to smack the blitzer to the floor. Ransack and
Prowl then got knocked out as Charlie picked it up, leaving just 5 humans on the field. Bonecrusher got up, blitzed Slapdud away and
dodged to put Charlie in a tackle zone. For all the human's heroics, several orcs surrounded him, and pushed him several times until he
was far away from the orc thrower. Curly then knocked Bluestreak out. Slingshot moved with 2 go for its to assist Slugfest, who blitzed
the journey orc down and was able to move to put pressure on Charlie. Again, this blockage was cleared and Charlie made fairly easy
progress up the middle of the field. Seeing their hopes were gone, the humans tried to do some damage instead of trying to stop the
touchdown. Bonecrusher got up and blitzed Bob away, moving to put an assist on Smasha, allowing Slingshot to knock the orc blitzer
out. In response, Curly seriously injured Ironhide and Larry badly hurt Broadside, leaving just two humans on the pitch. With no
pressure, Charlie handed it to Crusha, who scored right at the end.
Moe and Bonecrusher got the MVPs, with Moe getting mighty blow. Crusha got tackle, and Dave got +1AG. Greene Horde bought a troll
called Big Dave.
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